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                    Blazing a trail to the boundaries of possibilities in seed technology. And going beyond.
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                We are raising the genetic potential of crops throughout their growth cycle with our patented technologies. We are maximizing assurance of achieving the right density in crop cultivation and greater efficiency in the use of nutrients by crops. Hybrids with various levels of tolerance are identified to reduce the reliance on insecticides. All this and more.
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                            Providing an answer to the ever-increasing problem of uncontrolled weed growth Advanta has made a game changing difference to sorghum farming. With Igrowth Advanta assists weed control by reducing their usage of water and nutrients and preserving them for the sorghum crops. Igrowth gives the farmers a chance to terminate the growth of weeds without adversely affecting the growth of crop plants, thus ensuring a higher and healthier yield.

                            Read More
                        

                        
                            Addressing the problem of sugarcane aphids creating havoc in sorghum fields, Advanta has developed and designed a reliable solution, Aphix. It tackled and overcame the SCA issue and proved to be a blessing to the farmers. Apart from controlling the massive outbreak of SCA it also protected and promoted the growth of their sorghum crops.

                        

                        
                            By introducing the Indian subcontinent to a new variety of hybrid canola, Advanta seeds made the colder regions like Punjab, Himachal Pradesh, J&K, Ladakh and adjoining areas of Haryana, UP & Uttarakhand most suitable for canola cultivation. These hybrid seeds have frost tolerance and provide a bigger oil yield from the produce. Hyola hybrid seeds can be intercropped with sugarcane cultivation to ensure unmatched quality produce across a variety of environments and weather conditions.

                        

                        
                            Combining top sorghum forage traits into a convenient package for global farmers, Advanta has introduced EMPYR premium forages with the capacity to grow more and grow better even in extreme weather conditions to enhance the profits of the farmers. Though sorghum is the focus crop, the line includes world-class hybrids of other crops too.

                        

                        
                            Nutrisun is a patented, proprietary germplasm that delivers sunflower oil that does not raise the levels of bad cholesterol. This GMO-free sustainable source of oil is a natural, high stearic, high oleic, sunflower oil that is derived from the conventional breeding of hybrid seeds. Compared to regular sunflower oil fatty acid profile, Nutrisun contains 4 times more stearic acid and 3 times more oleic acid.

                        

                        
                            Enabling the plants to overcome early growth challenges and produce a healthy and abundant yield, Vertix is a source of assurance to multiply the profits of farmers. It protects the seeds from pests and pathogens that begin early and continue to plague the plant throughout its growth cycle. With better seed germination and optimized plant growth Vertix improves the seed potential and final yield of crops.

                        

                    

                

            

        

    
    

    
        
            We are driven by innovation & technology
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                    Workforce researching plant genetics to ensure breakthrough seed technology
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                    Years research experience in plant genetics
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                    Hybrids in 40+ crops.

                

            

        

    

    
        
            Recent Recognitions for Innovation
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                    ‘The Best Innovative Company 2019’ Award by Meet the Farmers’ UAE
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                    Center of Excellence for Corn in Thailand
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                    Sunflower Breeding in Ukraine
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                    CS Biotechnology Center in Texas

                

            

        

    

    
        
            Innovations that go beyond seeds
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					DISCLAIMER

				

				
					
					Advanta Seeds and its subsidiaries have made every attempt to ensure accuracy of the information provided on this website. However, this is a global webpage with access to different geographies for wider reach and greater awareness of Advanta Seeds. In the course of doing the same, Advanta Seeds has used a Wordpress multilingual translator plugin to convert the language of this website from English to select regional languages.

					Advanta therefore, does not accept any responsibility or liability on the nature, standard or the accuracy of the translation and cannot take responsibility for any type of inaccurate contextual meaning in the event of a mismatch from English to a regional language.

				

			

		

	




    
    

    
    
    
    
    
    
    

    
    
    
    

    
    

    

    
    
